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ABSTRACT: Many professional data-clustering algorithms in history and in use today have dependency on varied inputs from the user. Any wrong input 
by user may hamper the quality of clusters. With the advent of Internet-of-Things (IoT) in particular and Information-Technology in general, huge amount 
of data is getting produced in real time consistently. To handle such huge data, and to produce quality clusters iteratively, parameter-free incremental-
clustering algorithm was a need of an hour. With this background the first Closeness-Factor-Based-Algorithm (CFBA) was in 2013 and evolved 
thereafter consistently. This paper is the amalgamation of all variants of CFBA, its progress, its relevance in the real world and the attempt to further 
propose few more new variants of CFBA in the fields of text-mining and sub-space clustering. The distributed versions of CFBA are successfully 
implemented using platforms like Azure, AWS and Map-Reduce, to name a few.  
 
Index Terms: Incremental-clustering, closeness, correlation, incremental-learning, distributed algorithms, sub-space clustering,CFBA 

———————————————————— 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
With the enhancements in the world of Information Technology 
(IT), IoT, IoE etc. enormous data is generated in real time 
continuously.  There are various technological details and 
support available today to collect, store, retrieve and process 
such widely collected data. To perform analysis of such 
continuously generated data effectually, it is essential to make 
use of existing data mining, machine learning and AI 
techniques and also work on enhancing these techniques 
abilities. This research paper primary focuses on the 
discussion of various versions of Closeness Factor Based 
Algorithm (CFBA). This CFBA is ―one of its kind‖ incremental 
data clustering algorithm, which forms the quality clusters from 
various domains of data without any restriction The text mining 
domain is also flourishing with wider opportunities and it is 
essential to accommodate the text data also in incremental / 
iterative manner. CFBA was first introduced only as data 
mining algorithm which was able to handle only numeric data. 
CFBA was the desktop version earlier in 2013. But the ever 
increasing demand for data-intensive algorithms requires 
CFBA to be working in distributed mode. To understand how 
the data clustering works in distributed fashion it was 
necessary to understand the characteristics of distributed 
algorithms. It was necessary to confirm whether CFBA posses 
all those distributable norms or not. To transform CFBA into 
distributed mode, it was essential to understand the various 
distributed platforms available today in the market and they 
are Azure, AWS, MapReduce and what not. By considering 
these platforms working principles, by noting down the 
intricacies of distributed incremental clustering algorithm, the 
journey of CFBA began and its spreading its wings with quality 
clusters across domains as shown in figure in section 2. CFBA 
variants focus on incremental clustering leading to incremental 
learning, knowledge update. Algorithms for CFBA variants are 
detailed out in section 3. CFBA variants follow all learning and 
knowledge augmentation principles.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As discussed in the abstract, over the period CFBA gets 
evolved into different variants viz. CBICA [4, 10], TBCA [5, 6], 
DIS-CFBA [7] and DICFBA [8, 9]. In this paper NCBICATM, 
DICFBDCATM and DICFBSubSpaceCATM variants of CFBA 
are proposed.  This paper spans over three more sections i.e. 
section 2 discusses basic working principle of CFBA, section 3 
summarizes existing and proposed algorithmic variants of 
CFBA, in section 4 concluding remarks are listed. Reference 
at the last consolidates journal articles used for formulation of 
this paper. Appendix of this paper gives comparative analysis 
of CFBA characteristics with other state of art clustering 
algorithms. 

 

2 BASIC WORKING PRINCIPLE OF CFBA 
Clustering [25,13,3,2,1,12,11] can be used for wide range of 
applications ranging from categorization of text documents, 
media, intrusion detection and for healthcare details also. Over 
the years, different clustering techniques have been proposed 
from varied application perspectives and for improving overall 
quality cluster formation process.The widely used static 
clustering methods like K-Means [12] depends on the end user 
for various inputs including number of K clusters to be formed, 
distance measures, assumption of centroid etc. Though, 
recent versions of K-Means are improving in terms of 
calculation of K and formation of clusters. The number of data 
scans performed for obtaining stable clusters is the matter of 
concern.  Hierarchical clustering which is another professional 
clustering approach, considers data points as local neighbors 
and overall cluster size is unseen. So, identification of 
underlying patterns is important for obtaining robust clustering. 
Subspace clustering is also one of the important concepts 
related to formation of quality clusters. It is an extension of 
traditional clustering but works on different principles related 
subsets of data, attributes, tuples, data rows etc. Subspace 
clustering uses either top-down or bottom-up working 
approach. Clustering needs to be worked out in ‗1-to -n‘ and 
‗n-to-1‘ fashion to verify its processing behavior. Such wealthy 
concept is also incorporated in CFBA, and various versions of 
possible new definitions of subspace clustering are proposed 
in this paper. DBSCAN clustering targets mainly dense 
clusters. We have attempted to handle dense datasets in 
another variant of CFBA. The detailed technical proposed 
algorithmic steps are given in later sections of this paper.  For 
precise clustering belongingness of the cluster members need 
to verified using betweenness and two way closeness among 
them. Clustering techniques based on similarity/closeness 
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need to be robust in terms of outlier, initialization and 
considered volume. Baseline of CFBA is to form clusters and 
find apt patterns accordingly. CFBA works in following phases: 
1] Read the dataset 2] Compute CF values for consecutive 
data series 3] Form basic clusters 4] Read 
incremental/updated dataset 5] Compute CF values for 
incremental/updated dataset only 6] Form incremental clusters 
CFBA is distance independent clustering approach. It doesn‘t 
suffer from dimensionality issues. CFBA does grouping of 
objects having similar behavior. There may exist correlation 
among two objects even though they are distant but have 
similar patterns.CFBA possesses incremental clustering, 
incremental learning and Knowledge augmentation 
characteristics. Incremental clustering characteristics of CFBA 
are as follows: Cluster formation first, Probabilistic 
randomization,  Full convergence with every iteration,  Error 
computation in each iteration makes CFBA free from errors,  
Dependency free i.e. free from selecting number of K, 
initialization etc.,  Formed cluster analysis is independent of 
data structure usage,  Outliers, ranking of clusters indicate 
abnormal behavior, identification of impactful attributes,  
Clusters can be named using attributes driving them or based 
on scenario dominating it,  Betweenness shows cluster 
elements separation,  Segregation of clusters as per class is 
possible,  Less complex to implement,  Scenario specific 
software architecture implementation support,  Threshold 
shows representative cluster element,  Clusters and its 
elements can be verified using confusion matrix,  Accurately 
classified instances  Quality cluster formation etc. Incremental 
learning characteristics of CFBA are as follows:   

 Personification / personalization especially in 
healthcare domain about patients data is easily 
feasible using CFBA.   

 Create-append-modify working approach  Processing 
of different dataset types is possible   

 Distributable implementation support   

 Cluster reordering possible   

 Optimized computation, 3 phases to 2 phase working 
is possible   

 Free from dimensionality issues   

 Incremental learning via incremental clustering is 
achieved uniquely.   

 Impactful attributes validation at the pre and post 
clustering stage is achieved successfully.  

 
Knowledge augmentation (KA) characteristic of CFBA are as 
follows:   

 Data get updated iteratively, and convergence is 
guaranteed    

 Incremental update based on feature vector   

 Outlier deviation versus cluster deviation enables 
identification of impactful and non impactful attributes   

 Context Similarity Value (CSV) is useful for text 
document clustering   

 Correlation based approach for ex.  

 Personalization in healthcare domain, compatibility 
detection in HR domain is achieved successfully 

 Two way closeness relationship validation for data 
series   

 Recommendations/Forecast can be achieved, CFBA 
already applied to healthcare [10], recommending ice-
cream to university grads [11-13] etc. 

After looking at all these characteristics of CFBA, it clear that 
CFBA is a prominent candidate for distributed system 
development. And also CFBA is parameter-free, statistical, 
error-based incremental data clustering algorithm, which is 
available in varied versions for effective creation of clusters not 
only in numeric domain but also in text domain with distributed 
approach. 

 

3 ALGORITHMS FOR CFBA VARIANTS 
This section is collection of algorithms for variants of CFBA. 
For each of these algorithms, input is dataset (DS) and its 
instances i.e. DS (I) and output is K clusters formed using CF 
values for consecutive DS (I). Algorithms 3.1 to 3.5 are single 
machine algorithms. Algorithms 3.1 to 3.3 are already in 
existence. Probabilistic CFBA i.e. 3.1 came into existence in 
year 2013, 3.2 and 3.3 in 2017.  Algorithm 3.4 is proposed in 
this paper. Algorithms 3.1 to 3.4 are related to each other so; 
they get spanned over 32 steps. Algorithms 3.6 to 3.8 make 
use of different distributed [9, 11] frameworks so, each of 
these algorithms have separate steps. Algorithms 3.6 to 3.8 
are proposed by Rahul Joshi et al. and Preeti Mulay et al in 
current year i.e. 2019. Algorithms 3.6 to 3.8 are called as 
Distributed variants of Incremental Closeness Factor Based 
Clustering Algorithms (ICFBA). Algorithm 3.9 and 3.10 are 
proposed in this paper. Following fig. 1 shows life cycle of 
CFBA [8]  in terms of its variants. Figure 1 showing CFBA‘s 
journey / life cycle. 

 
3.1 CFBA (CLOSENESS FACTOR BASED ALGORITHM) [1, 2]  
CFBA is one-of-its-kind incremental-clustering algorithm used 
in data-mining field. CFBA is helpful in forming clusters from 
given quantitative data. CFBA as given in steps 1 to 11 is 
completely parameter-free statistical error-based algorithm to 
from basic clusters in first phase. On arrival of new data, in the 
second phase of CFBA, the existing clusters are appended. 
This is achieved by computing Closeness Factors of new data 
series and compared them to the representatives of each 
cluster. If matching is found, then those data series are 
appended in specific clusters. If failed to find the match, then 
in third phase of CFBA, the new clusters are formed. CFBA is 
parameter-free incremental-clustering algorithm, as it does not 
depend on inputs from user including assumption of centriods, 
distance measures, no. of clusters to form etc. 
 
Algorithmic steps of CFBA are:  

1. First phase: Input the specific data set, to form clusters.     
2. Start reading two data series at a time, every time.  

2. Closeness Factor (CF) value is computed by executing 
summation, probability, error, weight and closeness 
formulas.   

3. The process of computation of CF is started with first 
data series from the given data set and goes till nth 
data series, and the first cluster is formed at the end of 
this phase.  

4. The process is repeated for formation of second and 
other clusters.  

5. Second phase: Input influx of new data.  
6. CF computations are performed for first data series.  
7. All new data series are appended at specific clusters, 

where matching found between representative of the 
cluster and CF.  

8. The process is repeated for appending of second and 
other clusters.  
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9. If no match found then Third Phase: begins with 
making new clusters.  

10. All clusters are stored in Cluster-db, along with various 
cluster-characteristics, including name of the cluster, 
members of that cluster, threshold [6,5] range of the 
cluster, representative of the cluster, distance between 
clusters etc. 

 
3.2 TBCA (THRESHOLD BASED CLUSTERING ALGORITHM) [5, 6]  
In this algorithm, the primary focus is given on threshold 
ranges of the clusters. In the first phase of CFBA, the basic 
clusters are formed. These basic clusters are stored in the 
cluster-db. In the post-clustering phase, various characteristics 
of formed clusters are computed and stored along with 
clusters in cluster-db. One of the important characteristics of 
cluster is its threshold range. In the next phase of TBCA, on 
arrival of new data the threshold range of matching clusters is 
computed and new data series are appended thereafter based 
on these threshold ranges. TBCAs primary focus is on 
computation of Threshold values, to enhance the accuracy of 
clusters.    

    
Algorithmic steps of TBCA are:  

12. For each xi ∈ I // I is instance of data series (DS)  

13. If processing flag = false  
14. For all K do // K is cluster  
15. If || xi - center (K) || < threshold then  
16. Update center (K)  
17. Insert counter for K  
18. When processing_flag = True  
19. Exit if 20. Exit for  

  
3.3 CBICA (CORRELATION BASED INCREMENTAL CLUSTERING 

ALGORITHM) 
CFBA is a probability based incremental-clustering algorithm, 
which works effectually in the range from 0 to 1, including all 
positive values only. That means CFBA‘s primary aim to find 
most compatible cluster members. What if some of the 
members are negatively related? This was the trigger to 
enhance the existing CFBA, replacing probability with 
correlation concept to form CBICA algorithm. Due to this 
change now the range of compatibility is from -1 to +1. Instead 
of merely forming outlier cluster, we felt the need to form 
negatively correlated cluster members too. 
   
Algorithmic steps of CBICA are:  

21. K = 0 // K is cluster  
22. Calculate Pearson‘s correlation c for DS(I),  for 
expected value and error of DS(I) P is replaced by c, also 
calculate weight of DS(I)  
23. Likewise step 22, same set of calculation done for DS 
(I+1)  
24. Based on correlation ranges K are formed  
25. Correlation is calculated until all DS are processed  
26. K_CBICA    K U new added K 

  
3.4 NCBICATM (NEGATIVE CORRELATION BASED INCREMENTAL 

CLUSTERING ALGORITHM)  
Negative correlation between data series can be obtained 
through impactful attributes of TBCA as given below:    

27. K = 0 // K is cluster  
28. Calculate closeness for DS‘ (I). Here, DS‘(I) is subset 
of DS(I) contains only impactful attributes given by TBCA, 

calculation of expected      value, error and weight for DS‘ 
(I) is done  
29. Likewise step 28, same set of calculation done for DS‘ 
(I+1) 30. Based on correlation ranges, negative correlation 
ranges are filtered and K are formed  
31. Correlation for all data series is calculated until all DS‘ 
are processed  
32. K_NCBICA    K ∪ new added K  

 

3.5 DIS-CFBA (DEEP INCREMENTAL STATISTICAL CFBA) [7]  
CFBA is as said earlier ―one-of-its-kind‖ data-clustering 
algorithm, which works well with all quantitative domains. 
While exploring various datasets, it is observed that there are 
many datasets available for researchers having very dense 
nature. Now to form clusters using such closely-associated / 
narrowly-related data series, it was essential to enhance the 
capabilities of CFBA. It was also observed that the new data 
series which are generated in real-time also fits into existing 
cluster-structure formed by CFBA making it dense in nature.  
To effectually handle both these data-scenarios, a new variant 
of CFBA was thought about and it was named as [24,20,7] 
Deep Incremental because of the deep-connection among 
various data-series, originally available with dataset or formed 
in real time later and accommodated in various clusters. While 
implementing and handling such dense data details it is 
essential to keep a close eye on closeness values, threshold 
ranges, cluster representatives, distance between clusters etc. 
The patterns generated by clusters having closely-associated 
data members will be unique and needs careful decision 
making in second and third phase while either appending the 
clusters or forming new clusters.The basic conceptual steps 
related to Deep Incremental… algorithm are given below: 

1. if (Processed-Flag) is false then  
2. if (Required-Parameter-Range (added new cluster)) == 

(Required-Parameter-Range (CFBA_Clusters))  
3. Update Required-Parameter-Range (CFBA_Clusters)  
4. Else reject (new cluster) & Processed-Flag = True  
5. End CFBA processing  
6. Correlation, KMO & Bartlett‘s test & Factor Loadings on 

Required-Parameter-Range (CFBA_Clusters)   
7. Step 6 leads to Parameters-Categorization as 

significant and insignificant one  
8. Exit 

 
Since inception of CFBA, as shown in the figure 1, CFBA was 
working effectually as desktop version, forming quality clusters 
based on the given quantitative data. With the invent of IoT 
and IoE concepts, we felt the need to transform CFBA into 
distributed-CFBA. This new distributed version of CFBA had 
all the characteristics of original CFBA, but was truly 
distributed using Azure [16] like platform. This new version is 
accepting data simultaneously from various VMs and in first 
scenario, supplying all the incoming data series to the server 
for computations of closes and formation of clusters. In the 
second scenario, all the VMs are more powerful as they not 
only accept the real time data from various sources but also 
form clusters and then the server collects, appends, stores 
and perform all post-clustering activities.  
  
3.6 HADOOP MAPREDUCE BASED CFBA (DICFBA VARIANT) [8]  
MapReduce [19,12] is a commonly used distributed paradigm. 
To accomplish the journey of CFBA from desktop version to 
distributed one, this was the first step towards it. To confirm 
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whether CFBA is distributable or not, it was essential to work 
on two different scenarios of MapReduce. In the first scenario, 
it was essential to know whether CFBA‘s statistical steps can 
be fragmented among various mappers or is it essential that 
mappers will work as repeaters and all of them will perform / 
execute all the steps of CFBA?  And it is observed that CFBA 
is distributable and fits well in both the variants of MapReduce. 
 
CFBA‘S COMPATIBILITY WITH MAPREDUCE PARADIGM IS AS 

EXPLAINED BELOW:  
1. Input DS is split into n disjoint subsets DS1, DS2, 

…..., DSn for n Map tasks  
2. In each Map task Mapi, calculation of probability, error, 

weight, closeness factor (CF) for instances (I) of data 
series i.e. in DSI is done  

3. Each Map task Mapi produces a list of <key, value>/  
4. <DSI, CF> for DS(I) which is then sent to Reduce 

function;  
5. Each Reduce task accepts < DSI, CF> for respective 

data series instances from DS  
6. Determine whether all data series instances from 

DS(I) to DS(n) are processed or not, if not repeat 
steps 2, 3, 4 otherwise go to 8  

7. Output of step 5 is given as input to CFBA clustering 
process and CFBA clusters are formed; if all DS(I) are 
accommodated into formed clusters then go to step 8  

8. If new data other than the input arrives to CFBA 
Map/Reduce algorithm,  that new data set only get 
processed using CFBA‘s incremental clustering 
process which repeats steps 2 to 6 again. By looking 
at formed clusters for new data set, existing clusters 
are either updated or new clusters are being formed; if 
processing for all DS(I) is done then go to step 8  

9. Stop the clustering process and output the cluster 
 

3.7 Azure based CFBA (DICFBA variant) [8]  
Microsoft Azure through its web role and worker role 
transforms CFBA into DICFBA as follows:  

1. Data set (DS) is be given as input to a Java Azure 
web app for e.g. CFBA.azurewebsites.net  

2. CFBA Azure web app processes input data set in 
terms of data series instances i.e. from DS1, DS2, 
…..., DSn,   

3. Manager role of an Azure web app processes CF 
calculation jobs and worker role of an Azure web app 
completes tasks for CF calculation, CF value 
calculations for input data series are completed by 
Manager worker role and CF based clusters are 
formed by Manager role; after processing all data 
series from input health data set go to step 7  

4. If new data set arrives to an Azure CFBA web app, 
data series from this new data set only get processed, 
Manager worker role of an Azure Web App calculates 
CF values for incremental input data series only and 
CF based clusters are formed by Manager role either 
by updating existing clusters or by forming new one, 
after processing all data series from new data set go 
to step 7  

5. For every new input data set to an Azure CFBA web 
app, steps 1 to 3 are repeated and for incremental 
data set input step 4 is additionally performed;  

6. By scaling out of Azure web app service plan, scale 
out or scale in of Manager role and worker role can be 

achieved, VMs from different zones can be selected 
to achieve distributed  incremental CFBA processing  

7. Stop the clustering process and output the clusters  
 
3.8 AWS based CFBA (DICFBA variant) [8]  
Amazon Web Services (AWS) [18,17] provides a distributed 
skeleton which transform CFBA to DICFBA through its 
different artifacts like Electronic Cloud Compute (EC2), 
Autoscaling and elasticbeanstalk which in a provides url for 
DICFBA implementation. 
   
Steps for AWS based CFBA are as follows:  

1. Data set (DS) be given as input to a Java AWS web 
app i.e. CFBA.elasticbeanstalk.com  

2. CFBA web app processes input data set in terms of 
data series instances i.e. from DS1, DS2, …..., DSn  

3. Basic clustering webpage of an AWS CFBA web app 
shows CF based clusters for input data set, after 
processing all data series from input health data set 
go to step 7  

4. If new data set arrives to an AWS CFBA web app, 
data series from this new health data set only get 
processed, by analyzing CF values for new data 
series, clusters  formed in step 3 are either get 
updated or new clusters are formed, after processing 
all data series from new data set go to step 7  

5. For every new input data set to an AWS CFBA web 
app, steps 1 to 3 are repeated and for incremental 
data set input step 4 is additionally performed;  

6. By varying number of EC2 instances, their zones, 
VMs associated with them, AWS based distributed 
incremental CFBA processing can be achieved  

7. Stop the clustering process and output the clusters  
  
3.9 Distributed Incremental Closeness Factor Based 
Document Clustering Algorithm (DICFBADCA)TM   
This algorithm is proposed for identification of misinformation 
available on the websites. DIDCFBADCATM is applied in a 
specific domain to retrieve, locate and stamp /certify websites 
which are publishing misinformation and fake news 
consistently. With the use of Term Frequency - Inverse 
Document Frequency (TF-IDF) and BoW (Bag of Words), the 
frequently used words on the selected domain and related 
websites are retrieved and classified as positive, neutral and 
negative words. The focus is on negative or objectionable 
words from that domain on specific websites. BoW related to 
objectionable terms is created and appended in various 
iterations, over the period of time, as and when the website is 
updated. There are two ways or possibilities of website 
updations. One is authenticated and other is accidental or by 
intruder. In both ways the contents of websites need to be 
confirmed regularly. To do so, synonyms related to 
objectionable terms are also appended automatically. 
Frequency of use of these objectionable words needs to be 
checked and displayed on the website. BoW related to 
objectionable terms is created.   
 
DICFBADCA Algorithmic steps are as follows:  
Input: Web URLs from specific domain.  
Output 1. Classification of Web URLs as providing information 
and misinformation, with stamp of contents.  2. A bar showing 
% of misinformation per paragraph especially on index page of 
the Web URL  
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Procedure:  
1. The keywords most frequently used (related to the 

context of the specific domain) are documented.  
2. The web contents are read by the set of web-crawlers 

to identify objectionable words.  
3. These objectionable words are stored in BoW along 

with its synonyms. (These synonyms are the possible 
objectionable words used in other web URLs from the 
similar domain).  

4. This way BoW starts enriching with various words 
responsible for misinformation. BoW starts learning 
incrementally as and when the new words are 
encountered and saved in BoW. (Along with text-
mining steps: TF-IDF, frequency-counter, stemming, 
stop-word-removal, closeness computations etc.)  

5. Sarcasm detection concept is applied to know and to 
confirm that misinformation is spread using indirect 
measures.  

6. The moment the objectionable words are found on 
URL or sarcastic details are given, the flag is set.  

7. The set of web-crawlers keep an eye on such flagged 
web URLs iteratively. Learning of web-crawlers 
achieved this way.   

8. Context closeness factors (CCF) are applied once 
learning about one URL is achieved, with other URLs 
from the selected domain.  

9. The next step is to show bar of percentage of 
misinformation related to every paragraph based on 
the frequency of use of objectionable words. These 
details are displayed on the website created as a part 
of this research.  

  
3.10 Distributed Incremental Closeness Factor Based 
SubSpace Clustering Algorithm (DICFBSubSpaceCA)TM   
As mentioned by researchers in [14], Cluster analysis aims at 
finding a set of subsets (i.e., a clustering) of a data set. A 
meaningful clustering reflects a natural grouping of the data. In 
high-dimensional data, irrelevant attributes and correlated 
attributes make any natural grouping hardly detectable. 
Specialized techniques aim at finding clusters in subspaces of 
a high-dimensional data space.  Projected clustering;  
Oriented clustering;  Correlation clustering [10, 4];  Bi-
clustering;  Co-clustering;  Pattern based clustering, these are 
the synonyms of subspace clustering. We are attempting to 
propose a new set of sub-space clustering [23,22,21,15,14] 
definitions and algorithms. And they are priority-clustering, 
ranking of clusters (as a eminent part of incremental 
clustering), ranking of attributes iteratively for forming clusters, 
cluster-within-cluster etc. CFBA‘s one of the versions CBICA 
have already implemented the correlation approach of 
subspace clustering, as mentioned in section 3.3 of this paper.  
One of the important qualities of CFBA is its ―order 
independence‖ as shown in table 1 of this paper.  CFBA 
achieves quality clusters irrespective of order of input data and 
hence the another possibility related to subspace clustering is 
taken care of.   
 
First proposal of sub-space clustering CFBA-SubSpaceA: (A 
stands for attribute)  

 Read input data file.   
 Remove noise (non-zero entries, empty spaces etc.) 

and if required replace them with related entries.   
 Apply PCA or alike techniques to know set of 

impactful attributes.   
 Apply CFBA on subset of input data only with 

impactful attributes and form clusters.    
 Store these clusters in cluster-db.   
 Now consider all the attributes from input data file and 

apply CFBA algorithm to form clusters.   
 Store these clusters also in anther cluster-db and 

observe the cluster structures carefully.   
 If anyone or set of attributes are observed to be 

important then:  
o Apply CFBA algorithm on the input data set with 

impactful + new important attribute to form 
clusters.  

o Store these clusters also in cluster-db.   
o These clusters may prove more important for 

decision makers than clusters formed using only 
impactful or all attributes.  

o Repeat these steps again, if required by 
combining few more non-impactful attributes to 
accommodate the quality      clusters, effectual 
decisions / predictions with analysis and to 
support sub-space clustering concepts too.  

  
Second proposal of sub-space clustering CFBA-
SubSpaceDM: (D stands for Divide and M stands for Merge)  

 Read input data file.   
 Remove noise (non-zero entries, empty spaces etc.) 

and if required replace them with related entries.   
 Apply PCA or alike techniques to know set of impactful 

attributes.   
 Apply CFBA on subset of input data only with impactful 

attributes and form clusters.    
 Store these clusters in cluster-db.   
 Now consider all the attributes from input data file and 

apply CFBA algorithm to form clusters.   
 Store these clusters also in anther cluster-db and 

observe the cluster structures carefully.   
 If with dense and huge amount of input data it is 

observed that the size of formed clusters are large, 
they have many members in the same cluster, then the 
CFBA-SubSpaceDM  module takes the decision to 
further divide the specific cluster(s) into different parts. 
This step is named as cluster-within-cluster in our 
research and this way contributes to the concept of 
sub-space clustering. Even the decision authorities or 
cluster-administrators may take decision to break the 
large sized cluster into parts as per the requirements.   

 On the contrary to above step, if its found that few 
clusters in cluster-db have few members, then:  
o First check that whether it can be termed as 

outlier, if yes, then label this cluster as outlier and 
stop the process related to that cluster.   

o Check all the tiny clusters, and check the 
possibility if they can be accommodated as a part 
of bigger clusters. After identifying two such 
clusters merge them. It may affect the cluster‘s 
threshold range, may possibly change the 
representative of the cluster and in turn may 
observe slight change in distance between 
clusters.   

o Keep repeating these steps with all tiny clusters, 
to know all possible mergers.  

o Store the new cluster structures in cluster-db.  
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Third proposal of sub-space clustering CFBA-SubSpaceP: (P 
stands for Priority)   

 Read input data file.   
 Remove noise (non-zero entries, empty spaces etc.) 

and if required replace them with related entries. 
 Apply PCA or alike techniques to know set of 

impactful attributes.   
 Apply CFBA‘s first phase of formation of basic 

clusters on subset of input data only with impactful 
attributes and form clusters.    

 Store these clusters in cluster-db.   
 Now consider all the attributes from input data file and 

apply CFBA first phase of formation of basic clusters 
algorithm to form clusters.   

 Store these clusters also in anther cluster-db and 
observe the cluster structures carefully.  

 Observe how the clusters are formed or how the 
cluster members are chosen to be part of the cluster, 
which attributes are playing eminent role in the 
formation of clusters.    

 Note the details of these attributes with which the 
basic clusters are formed.   

 In 2nd phase of CFBA, on arrival of new data series, 
append existing clusters.    

 After appending the clusters, observe again the 
current state of cluster structure. Which attributes 
contributed to form the current state of clusters, as a 
part of first iteration?    

 Note the details of these attributes with which the 
basic clusters are formed.   

 Repeat these steps of iterations till all matching 
clusters are appended.   

 Repeat these steps with 3rd phase of CFBA, if 
existing clusters failed to update. In that case form 
new clusters.  Again note the details of these 
attributes with which the basic clusters are formed.  
o Rank the attributes using data collected over 

various iterations.  Once clusters are finally 
formed, observe which cluster was appended 
frequently during various iterations.  

o Rank the clusters using data collected over 
various iterations.   

o Only clusters with high ranks could be used by 
decision-authorities or predictors for analysis 
and decision making.  

o Instead of decisions being made by consider all 
or more than one cluster, if focus is given to a 
highly ranked cluster(s) then it fulfils another 
concept of sub-space clustering. (From the 
entire space of formed clusters, chosen few will 
be ultimately used).  

  
Fourth proposal of sub-space clustering CFBA-SubSpaceOA: 
(OA stands for Other Attributes) This concept may also be 
called as vertical clustering, or transpose-clustering.  

 It is observed that there are datasets with very large 
number of attributes and less number of data series. 
In that case transpose-clustering proves more 
applicable.   

 The other possibility to handle such attributes-rich 
dataset or any other dataset for that matter is to 
consider non-impactful attributes only. Not with all 
datasets, but with few datasets, there is a possibility 

to get new virtues hidden within. These hidden details 
may help support the decisions further.    

 By concentrating on other than impactful attributes, 
we are contributing to the concept of sub-space 
clustering in a altered way.   

 
Miscellaneous proposal-1 implemented using CFBA are:  

 Some decisions about prescribing medicines by the 
medical professional for example can be taken based 
on outlier cluster.  

 As the outlier cluster contains extremely high or low 
values it‘s feasible to add significance to the decisions 
by keeping focus only on outlier details.   

 
Miscellaneous proposal-2 implemented using CFBA are:  

 It is also possible to divide already formed clusters of 
any size by CFBA in two parts:  

o Within every specific cluster, lower range 
values  

o Within every specific cluster, values of higher 
range. 

 To add significance to the decisions made by 
authorities based on the type of input data, it is feasible 
to consider only such lower or higher values, lower + 
higher values within every cluster or highly ranked 
cluster(s). This way of implementation of CFBA‘s results 
analysis will add new details to sub-space clustering 
concept. 

 

4 CONCLUSION 
This paper is basically the consolidation of all the variants of 
the CFBA algorithms. This is the first ever paper that 
discusses about its working principles, all of its characteristics. 
CFBA is applied to varied domains including ice cream 
recommendation, KMS for university grads, disease analysis 
and prediction, analysis of different types of datasets. CFBA is 
in its evolving phase so there is a need of paper that 
articulates all of its algorithmic variants at one place. So, those 
who want to do further research using CFBA variants, they can 
easily receive the required technical details at one place / 
location. This paper also describes various possibilities and 
our way to define the term ―sub-space clustering‖ based on the 
concepts of CFBA. This paper also proposes the theoretical 
and technical details about how CFBA‘s capabilities can be 
extended further in the areas of text-mining. 
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